1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Every advance in imaging the retina in the living eye has increased our understanding of how vision works and how diseases undermine our ability to see. To progress even further and probe the basis of visual function and dysfunction at the cellular level *in vivo*, diffraction-limited imaging of the retina is essential. However, the eye's optics are relatively poor, as they introduce high-order aberrations that interfere with high-resolution imaging \[[@r1]\]. Adaptive optics ophthalmoscopy has been successful in overcoming these limits imposed by ocular aberrations, and presently enables imaging of both rod and cone photoreceptors in the human eye \[[@r2],[@r3]\]. Eye motion is also a persistent problem for retinal imaging, and has been compensated successfully \[[@r4]\]. However, all these methods are essentially based on monochromatic light, and with the chromatic dispersion caused by the ocular media, it still remains difficult to control light delivery of different wavelengths to targeted locations on the retina. Correcting for chromatic dispersion could offer sub-cellular light delivery with different wavelengths, if accomplished with sufficient precision. Such a capability would be also valuable for color vision research \[[@r5]\], for fluorescence ophthalmoscopy (e.g. in animal disease models \[[@r6]\]), and for targeted delivery of therapeutic laser pulses \[[@r7]\].

To correct for the chromatic dispersion of the eye, two optical parameters must be taken into account: longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) and transverse chromatic aberration (TCA). Multi-wavelength light originating from a single point will strike the retina with poor focus due to LCA, and in different locations because of TCA ([Figs. 1(A)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Emergence of transverse chromatic aberration (TCA) when longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) is corrected. (A) Due to the eye's chromatic dispersion, its refractive power and hence image focal length, f′, is a function of wavelength. (B) The effects of TCA can be observed if a multi-wavelength object is viewed through an aperture, S, that is laterally offset by h. (C) For light sources with different wavelengths, LCA can be corrected by adjusting the object divergence angle, or object focal length, f, such that objects are in focus for each wavelength. (D) If the eye and thus the entrance pupil are translated laterally relative to the chief ray by the amount h, retinal images will be offset by the same amount as in B, but with opposite sign. We refer to these chromatic parallax offsets as 'TCA offsets' within this paper. Colors indicate wavelength relation. Individual parts not drawn to scale., [1(B)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). It has been shown that LCA in the human eye is relatively consistent between individuals \[[@r8]\], and thus can be well corrected by suitable positioning of an instrument's optics for the wavelengths of interest ([Fig. 1(C)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). TCA correction is much more challenging because it depends on the position of the imaging beam relative to the pupil ([Fig. 1(D)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}) and to the achromatic axis of the eye \[[@r9],[@r10]\]. Because the eye is in constant motion, even when a person attempts to steadily fixate \[[@r11],[@r12]\], TCA is always changing. Hence, controlled multi-wavelength light delivery in the living eye hinges on measuring and correcting TCA rapidly and with high fidelity.

We designed an adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) to employ three different wavelength bands, centered on 543, 711, and 842 nm (hereafter referred to as green, red and infrared, respectively) for multi-wavelength retinal imaging. Because light of each wavelength was optically divided into separate delivery and detection stages, retinal images created by the three wavelengths could be recorded simultaneously, and visual stimuli could be delivered independently. While correction of LCA produced well-focused images of the cone photoreceptor mosaic for all three wavelengths, TCA and instrument misalignments between the wavelengths caused the images to be laterally offset from one another. Here, we describe a method to measure and correct these offsets.

2. Methods {#sec1-2}
==========

2.1 Multi-wavelength retinal imaging and stabilized light delivery {#sec2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Detailed descriptions of AOSLO imaging and stimulus delivery have been published elsewhere \[[@r13],[@r14]\]. Briefly, *en face* retinal images were recorded by two-dimensional scanning of a point light source across a small region of the retina while the eye's optical aberrations are corrected by adaptive deflections of a deformable mirror ([Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Schematic of a 3-channel AOSLO, with separate light delivery and detection for each color channel: infrared (drawn in black), red and green. AOM: acousto-optic modulator, WS: Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor, DM: deformable mirror, SO: scanning optics, PMT: photo-multiplier tube. Broken lines: apertures and pinholes. Curved lines: spherical front-surface mirrors. Straight lines: flat mirrors or beam splitters.). Ocular wave aberrations were measured over a 6 mm pupil and corrected in closed-loop with a 5.5-µm stroke MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical system) deformable mirror (Multi-DM, Boston Micromachines Corp, Cambridge, MA). For the infrared imaging wavelength (842 ± 25 nm), the reflected light was collected continuously by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), whose voltage output was used to construct a 30 Hz video stream of 512 × 512 pixel confocal retinal images. Fixational eye movements were cancelled by spatially stabilizing single video frames in real time. In this stabilized display, retinal locations can be selected for visual stimulation \[[@r4]\].

A super-continuum laser source (SuperK Extreme, NKT Photonics Inc.) provided light for the 842 nm imaging channel as well as the red (711 ± 12 nm) and green (543 ± 11 nm) channels used for stimulation. Separation of these bands was done by serial dichroic and bandpass filtering of the collimated laser beam. To allow for independent modulation and focusing of the colored channels, each wavelength band was passed through its own acousto-optic modulator (Brimrose Corporation, Sparks, MD) and was recombined with the infrared imaging beam via dichroic filters. Visual stimuli could be delivered to targeted locations by temporally registered, 10-bit modulation of the stimulation beams. Reflected light from each stimulation channel was then detected by dedicated PMTs to build images based on red or green light. In this way, retinal images created by all three wavelengths could be recorded simultaneously and visual stimuli could be delivered separately.

2.2 Measurement and correction of chromatic aberrations {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------

Longitudinal chromatic aberrations (LCA) were corrected by static adjustment of the focus of the infrared and green light source relative to the red source prior to entering the eye, using a theoretical fit to compiled human population data \[8, Eq. 5(a)\]. By selecting the red channel to be emmetropic in the system, we minimized the relative defocus between channels. For the chosen wavelengths, and expressed in difference of refraction, this correction was −0.69 diopters for the green, and + 0.30 diopters for the infrared channel. LCA correction produced well-focused retinal images across channels in all tested eyes ([Fig. 3(A)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Chromatic dispersion in AOSLO imaging. (A) When LCA is corrected, retinal images for all wavelengths (infrared, red, green) are in focus but offset laterally due to TCA. The imaged area of the retina is outlined on the fundus photograph (top). TCA offsets between colors are highlighted with example cone outlines. Dark regions in the AOSLO microphotographs are caused by blood capillary shadows. Cone images are constructed by referenced averaging of \~150 individual video frames, and are individually normalized for display purposes. Scale bar: 2 deg (top), 2 arcmin (bottom). (B) Schematic explanation of chromatic offsets in AOSLO imaging. Two aligned input beams (red and green) reach a dispersing lens and land at different locations on the retina. The reflected light, passing back through the lens, is realigned into one beam and is captured by two imaging devices. Although the effects of TCA are cancelled on the second pass through the lens and the outward beams are re-aligned, one can determine how much dispersion occurred between the two beams, because the retina being imaged has spatial structure. This principle holds for our three wavelength AOSLO setup.), as predicted by empirical and theoretical models of chromatic dispersion in human eyes \[[@r8]\].

The relative image offsets caused by transverse chromatic aberrations (TCA) are primarily due to misalignment of the imaging beam relative to the eye's achromatic axis, along which TCA is zero by definition (see [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). However, finding the achromatic axis is quite challenging. It is known that the exact position of the achromatic axis relative to the pupil center is highly idiosyncratic, and therefore has to be found empirically for every eye \[[@r15],[@r16]\]. Another source of chromatic offset is the optical misalignments of the three wavelength channels in the AOSLO itself, offsets that are technically difficult to eliminate completely. Instead of trying to pinpoint the achromatic axis and align all the beams to it, we took a simpler approach and measured the offsets caused by TCA and beam misalignments in the resulting images directly. Image offsets measured in such a way are independent of the actual beam paths and placement of the detectors, because the offsets are generated on the retina and are thus preserved as spatial information in the acquired images ([Fig. 3(B)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}). It also has to be noted that insufficient correction of LCA would lead to a change in the detected lateral image offsets, because the effects of LCA and TCA on image formation are intertwined. Nevertheless, the method is able to pick up the true image offsets as a combination of ocular TCA, lateral offsets due to any residual LCA, and instrument offsets. For clarity, and because the other factors have been minimized, we refer to these image offsets as simply TCA throughout the paper.

Retinal images were acquired with a spatially interleaved recording technique ([Fig. 4(A)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4TCA measurement and correction. A) Retinal images for each color channel are recorded interleaved as shown. B) The interleaved composite image is separated into each color channel and then spatially compressed along the horizontal axis. These single images are registered by two-dimensional cross-correlation to find their relative offsets. The true horizontal image offsets in the original images are found by expanding along the compression axis (see text). Scale bar: 10 arcmin. Colors are used for clarity only. and [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Multi-wavelength interleaved retinal images. A single frame of interleaved recording is separated into the three color channels (infrared, red and green) as shown in [Fig. 4(B)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the interleaving, only every third pixel line contains image information. Colored circles represent corresponding retinal locations derived from the image registration procedure detailed in [Fig. 4(B)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}. White circles are corresponding locations with respect to the frame. The reader is invited to view the corresponding video, because retinal features and relative locations are easier to appreciate in the presence of coherent motion. Note in the video how the retina is constantly moving due to small fixational eye movements, yet TCA offsets are relatively stable (Media 1)., Media 1). A set of three interleaved 42 × 256 (width × height) pixel lines, corresponding to the three wavelengths, was presented over a single 126 × 256 pixel area on the retina (equaling about 18 × 36 arcmin for the 1.2 deg field used). By interleaving the three wavelengths, image content for each wavelength was recorded in a single frame, eliminating the need to synchronize between multiple image streams or to correct for eye movements that occur if the images were acquired for each wavelength in temporal succession. Next, images derived from single wavelengths were assembled by de-interleaving the multi-wavelength image and compressing along the interleave dimension to yield three 42 × 256 images ([Fig. 4(B)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}).

To extract the relative image offsets, the compressed images were registered by a discrete Fourier transformation registration algorithm with sub-pixel precision \[[@r17]\]. In order to account for the interleaved presentation of different wavelengths, the true horizontal offsets between the non-compressed images,~$\Delta_{HG}$~and ~$\Delta_{HR}$~, were derived from the measured offsets, ~$\Delta_{HG'}$~ and ~$\Delta_{HR'}$~ by applying the simple linear expansion transformation, ~$\Delta_{HG} = \left( {\Delta_{HG'} - 0.3} \right) \cdot 3 + 1$~, and ~$\Delta_{HR} = \left( {\Delta_{HR'} - 0.6} \right) \cdot 3 + 2$~. For any one imaging session, the TCA offsets were calculated by averaging the offsets measured frame-by-frame from a few seconds of retinal videos. The mean offset,~$\Delta_{\overline{HV}}$~, was reported by finding the two-dimensional centroid across the frame-by-frame offsets. Centroids were calculated by identifying the offset coordinates corresponding to the lowest slopes in an ordered plot of the scattered offsets for the x and y dimension separately. Then, the two-dimensional median values of a fixed size window (6 pixels width) around that coordinate were computed. This procedure also minimized the influence of outliers that were due to registration artifacts. The two dimensional offsets were rounded to the nearest pixel integer, then inversed and used to displace the red and green stimulus locations relative to the infrared location which was selected in the stabilized retinal display. Because the TCA offsets are computed from overall image cross correlations, the images in each channel need not be nearly identical to compute accurate offsets. This is evident in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, where blood vessels shadows are prominent in the green channel, yet the remaining image structure yields a correct offset calculation relative to the infrared channel.

2.3 Subjects and experimental procedures {#sec2-3}
----------------------------------------

Retinal imaging and light delivery was performed in three eyes of three male subjects with normal color vision. To ensure cycloplegia and maximum mydriasis, one drop of 1% tropicamide solution was administered to the eye 15 minutes before imaging sessions. A head-worn eye patch occluded the fellow eye. Stable head fixation was achieved by use of a bite-bar, a personalized dental impression mounted on a precision XYZ translation stage. Trial lenses were introduced into the optical path to minimize low-order ocular aberrations. Imaging and psychophysical experiments required steady fixation on a small masked LED light source viewed through a pellicle beam splitter. TCA was measured before and after the psychophysical trials, to assess potential drift. If TCA was found to shift by more than half a cone width, the data were discarded and the experiment was redone. Because the light required to generate retinal images is relatively bright (3-4 log units higher than for psychophysical testing), the subject was allowed 15 min for adaptation before psychophysical trials began. For the hyperacuity experiment, subjects were allowed to adjust the light to a level where they felt most comfortable doing the task.

Prior to use, the power levels in all three wavelengths were calibrated to ensure that exposure levels remained well below the safety thresholds established by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI 2007, Orlando: Laser Institute of America). All experimental procedures employed were approved by local authorities and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

3. Results {#sec1-3}
==========

Although valid TCA measurements could be derived from each individual frame at 30 Hz, registration data was recorded over a few seconds, in order to identify registration artifacts introduced by eye blinks and microsaccades ([Fig. 6(A)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Image offset measurement quality and significance. A) Frame-by-frame offsets calculated from a 5 s video. Colors code the red/infrared and green/infrared offsets, for x and y dimensions in the images. Arrows indicate artifacts introduced by microsaccades. B) The frame-by-frame offsets from A plotted to scale on the cone image relative to infrared (black dot). Here, uncorrected light delivery for the different colors would land on different cones. Image offsets were measured at \~1° eccentricity. Scale bar: 1 arcmin.). We found that image offsets between the color channels can be routinely measured with sub-pixel precision; the standard deviation of repeated measurements averaged 0.3 pixels. For the 1.2 deg field used, this error in the measurement corresponded to 2.55 arcsec of visual angle, or about one-tenth the diameter of the smallest cones in the fovea (1 arcsec equals \~80 nm of retinal space). Some of this measurement error can be attributed to a combination of small fixational drifts and ocular microtremor, with the latter causing within-frame image distortion due to its relatively high frequency \[[@r18]\].

Larger errors in the registration do occur when image quality degrades. This is an unwanted situation in which image stabilization and thus targeted light delivery is also unlikely to succeed. Measurement errors increased when imaging in the foveola where photoreceptors are harder to resolve, because image cross-correlations are compromised when contrast is reduced. However, enough image structure remains when imaging at the center of gaze such that TCA measurements can be made with single cone precision (see psychophysical validation below). Outside the foveola, TCA measurements reached sub-cone precision with high accuracy because the cone mosaic is well resolved. In 3 subjects, typical TCA offsets with a centered pupil position were about 5 pixels (42 arcsec), but could easily exceed 15 pixels (2 arcmin) during any one imaging session. Thus TCA offsets are normally greater than the distance between cone centers. Without correcting for these offsets, light delivery across color channels would necessarily stimulate different photoreceptors ([Fig. 6(B)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}).

To confirm the validity of the image-based TCA measurements, we compared these data to a subject's ability to assess the positional offset of differently colored squares at the fovea. We made use of the exquisite sensitivity of the human visual system to detect offsets in the relative position of visual objects, a feat termed hyperacuity, because psychophysical thresholds in such tasks are lower than the sampling capacities of the cone photoreceptor lattice \[[@r19]\]. Subjects were asked to center a 7 arcmin square (either red or green, tested separately) with respect to four equally sized and spaced stationary squares displayed in the infrared channel ([Fig. 7(A)](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Validation by hyperacute psychophysics. A) The psychophysical task required subjects to align a small colored square (red or green) within four flankers presented against the IR background (dark red). Each of 50 trials began with the colored square randomly displaced. Colors in this schematic were chosen to resemble actual appearance. B) Subjective, psychophysical measurements (top row) are compared to the objective, image-based TCA measurements (bottom row) in three subjects. Single alignment trials are plotted as colored squares; the medians ± 1 SD are plotted in darker color as crosses. Small dots represent 150 frame-by-frame measurements of red/IR and green/IR TCA offsets measured at the site of preferred fixation in the foveola. Large dots represent the data centroids. Black crosshair is IR zero reference point. Note the idiosyncratic differences in foveal TCA between subjects. The image-based centroid is copied onto the psychophysical data for comparison. Scale bar: 30 arcsec.). To allow for the most accurate alignments, stimuli were presented foveally and the task was self-paced. In theory, subjective alignments between channels and our objective TCA measurements should be identical. For all three subjects, the differences between objective and subjective TCA measurements were small ([Fig. 7(B)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}). On average the difference was 0.95 pixels (8 arcsec). These differences are most likely due to residual system alignment offsets that exist between the light delivery and collection arms of the AOSLO; such system offsets are technically difficult to eliminate. The standard deviation of the objective measurement was consistent across subjects, and always lower than that of the psychophysical results (average SD in pixels, 1.03 objectively, 1.76 subjectively, equaling 8.8 and 15 arcsec, respectively). This demonstrates that the image-based TCA measurements presented here are functionally identical to that of conventional subjective TCA measurements \[[@r9],[@r10],[@r20]\].

The wide variation in TCA offsets present between subjects ([Fig. 7(B)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}) is mostly due to misalignment of the instrument beam relative to the achromatic axis of each subject's eye. In subject S1, for instance, the imaging beam appeared to be very close to the achromatic axis, because the TCA offsets were relatively small. One could eliminate these offsets by adjusting the pupil position using the method described below, if measurements were taken both vertically and horizontally. However, given the large pupil requirement for AO, it is possible that no pupil position adjustments could eliminate the resulting chromatic offsets, especially if the measurements are being done in the periphery. It is worth reiterating that this image-based method measures the combined offsets caused by dispersion as well as beam misalignment, and both need to be compensated.

Inferred from geometrical optics, the predominant factor contributing to TCA offsets in an LCA corrected imaging system are positional shifts of the pupil relative to the imaging beam ([Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore used systematic pupil shifts to independently validate the image-based TCA measurements. To do this, we manipulated the beam position relative to the entrance pupil by moving the subject's head horizontally in 0.25 mm steps and recorded the red and green channel TCA continuously ([Fig. 8(A)](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Validation by geometrical optics. A) Frame-by-frame TCA measurement while the pupil was shifted horizontally in 0.25 mm steps relative to beam center. B) The mean horizontal offset per step (dots) is plotted over theoretical calculation of TCA (lines) derived from the standard chromatic model eye \[[@r21]\]. All SDs were smaller than dot size.). For each horizontal step we averaged the TCA values for 20 consecutive video frames. The results of these measurements agree with theoretical TCA values in the standard chromatic model eye \[[@r21]\] ([Fig. 8(B)](#g008){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, lateral pupil displacements as small as 0.25 mm produce changes in TCA for the green channel that are about twice as large as the smallest cones in the fovea. These results emphasize how small pupil displacements, as they occur during gaze shifts or head movements, are a major cause of sizable dynamic changes in TCA offsets ([Fig. 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9TCA changes due to gaze shifts. Left: The subject's pupil during image-based TCA measurements. The subject performs voluntary gaze shifts while fixating the four corners of the imaging field, corresponding to 1.2 deg of visual angle between each shift. The center of the pupil (red cross) moves about 0.25 mm for each shift. Corneal reflexes originate from the AOSLO's imaging beam (center) and a red LED (bottom left), serving as additional light source for pupil videography only. Right: Synchronous recording of imaged-based TCA. Colored dots represent the frame-by-frame two-dimensional image offsets between the infrared/red and infrared/green channels, respectively. Offsets for the current frame are plotted in darker color. The scale bar roughly equals the diameter of a foveal cone (30 arcsec) (Media 2)., Media 2). As a practical note, as long as the bite bar position and fixation point were not changed, TCA measurements with practiced subjects going in and out of position did not shift by more than 1 or 2 pixels (measured over a time span of 1-1.5 hours).

4. Discussion {#sec1-4}
=============

Microscopic imaging of the living retina is challenging, primarily because the retina has to be viewed through the imperfect optics of the eye itself. The use of adaptive optics has proven to correct these imperfections, to the point where the individual photoreceptors become accessible to further study \[[@r22]\]. In the AOSLO, techniques have been developed that allow simultaneous imaging and targeted light delivery with high spatial resolution, offering unprecedented stimulus control in physiological and psychophysical studies of vision \[[@r23],[@r24]\].

Despite this level of capability, the use of monochromatic light as implemented in previous instruments has a number of disadvantages, especially for psychophysical studies. The primary drawback is that the stimulation wavelength must be the same as the near-infrared imaging wavelength, which is quite far from the peak sensitivities of both rod and cone photoreceptors \[[@r25]--[@r27]\]. For the 840 nm light used here, visual stimuli will thus lead to responses that are heavily weighted towards L cones over M and S cones. Because the L/M cone ratio varies so widely in normal subjects \[[@r5]\], L cone weighted stimuli could easily lead to disparate psychophysical results depending on the task. In addition, 840 nm stimulation generally has to employ luminance decrements, that is, dark stimuli on a reddish background. Such stimuli are not very suitable for tests of visual sensitivity like those used clinically, where spot increments are preferred \[[@r28],[@r29]\]. One further disadvantage arises from the fact that in the stimulated area where the light is turned off, no cone image is available at the time of stimulus delivery. One therefore cannot determine where stimuli actually landed, and during retinally stabilized stimulus delivery the stabilization performance degrades without a complete field of image content \[[@r4]\]. Using monochromatic light in the more visible region of the spectrum alleviates some of these disadvantages, but introduces new problems. Here, the main difficulty is that light intensities must be quite bright in order to acquire retinal images. For instance, the beam power needed to image with 545 nm light in the current AOSLO instrument is about 15 µW. This is equivalent to a stimulus luminance of \~50,000 cd/m^2^, far too bright for most psychophysical testing. Moreover, at such intensities, retinal adaptation is likely to fluctuate greatly because of fixational eye movements.

Based on these considerations, it is desirable to have two or more wavelength bands that separate the imaging from the stimulation channels. Stimulus intensity levels can be set in a more typically useful range, luminance increments and decrements can be applied, very high stimulus contrasts can be achieved, and stimulus locations can always be ascertained. A multi-wavelength instrument answers this purpose but does not come without a cost, because it introduces chromatic aberrations that are significant for aligned imaging and targeted light delivery \[[@r30]\]. We have shown that by measuring the relative offsets between the images formed by three wavelengths acquired simultaneously, the effects of transverse chromatic aberration can be corrected with sub-cone resolution. This technique can also be extended to more than three channels. Our image-based measurement has the additional advantage over subjective methods in that it can be applied independent of viewing eccentricity. With standard subjective methods in humans, TCA correction at peripheral retinal locations cannot be performed, because foveal inspection of an alignment target is required \[[@r9],[@r20]\]. Our method performs well at the fovea ([Fig. 7(B)](#g007){ref-type="fig"}), and is even more precise at extra-foveal retinal locations ([Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}).

The image-based approach does not require a subject's response, an especially useful feature for multi-wavelength retinal imaging in animals. Incorporating TCA correction for the eye's chromatic aberrations will be particularly important in mouse eyes (the most common animal model used in biomedical research) where the chromatic dispersion is about 10 times greater than in humans \[[@r31]\], and where it is desirable to have excellent image alignment when multiple fluorescent labels are present in the retina \[[@r32],[@r33]\]. Moreover, the image-based approach obviates the need to determine the achromatic axis for each eye to achieve alignment, an especially onerous task for animal eye research. The chromatic correction demonstrated here opens the door to a host of applications that could use multi-wavelength light to target and probe retinal function with sub-cellular resolution \[[@r24],[@r34]\].
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